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Emotion over-regulation in infancy has seldom been the focus of
empirical research. This study analysed the specificities of over-
regulation when compared with under-regulation (maladaptive) and
adaptive regulation by testing its association with attachment, dyadic
emotional interaction, and temperament. The sample consisted of 52
low-riskmother–infant dyads. During a home visit, dyadic emotional
interaction was assessed in the daily routines and free play of
10-month-old infants. The infant’s emotion regulation was assessed
using the Shape Sorter Task, and a temperament questionnaire was
completed by themother. Attachmentwas assessed at 12 or 16months
using the Strange Situation. As hypothesized, (i) emotion over-
regulation (versus adaptive regulation) was predicted by a lower
quality of dyadic emotional interaction and marginally by avoidant
attachment; (ii) over-regulation (versus under-regulation) was pre-
dicted by avoidant attachment; and (iii) the predictive role of avoidant
attachmentwas substantiated after controlling for anothermeasure of
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mother–infant interaction. Contrary to expectations, temperament did
not distinguish between emotion regulation styles. The link between
over-regulation and lower quality of mother–infant emotional inter-
action and avoidant attachment was demonstrated. There is empirical
support to the claim that it is possible to identify emotion over-
regulation in infancy and that it is a maladaptive style of emotion
regulation. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Generally speaking, emotion regulation can be defined as the intrinsic (e.g.,
physiological) and extrinsic (e.g., behavioural, social) processes associated with the ac-
tivation of an emotion and its management over time (Cole, Martin, & Dennis, 2004;
Gross & Thompson, 2007). These processes have an impact on the overall
functioning of an individual, influencing the adaptive ormaladaptive role of that emo-
tional experience in a particular context (Cicchetti, Ganiban, &Barnett, 1991; Cole et al.,
2004; Gross & Thompson, 2007). This topic of research has received increased attention
in the last two decades, with numerous studies attesting to the importance of emotion
regulation skills for adaptive functioning across developmental domains and
psychopathology (Calkins, 2010; Dillon, Deveney, & Pizzagalli, 2011).

Two opposite styles of maladaptive emotion regulation have been identified:
under-regulation and over-regulation (Cassidy, 1994; Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994;
Keenan, 2000). Both categories describe individuals who perseverate on using the
same strategies to deal with emotion activation precluding the necessary emotional
flexibility to respond to changes in environment and personal demands. Under-
regulation is characterized by the intensification of emotions in different contexts,
including heightened negative emotionality and vigilance aswell as overdependence
on others for regulation (Cassidy, 1994; Keenan, 2000; Sroufe, 1996). Over-regulation
is defined by a minimization of emotional expression leading to a constricted range
of emotional experience associated with a lack of openness (e.g., less emotional
expression) and regulatory behaviours that rely mostly on the self (e.g., self-soothing
and object-oriented) (Cassidy, 1994; Main, 1990; Sroufe, 2000).

Research with adults has confirmed the maladaptive role of emotion over-
regulation by demonstrating an association between the suppression of distressing
thoughts or emotions and psychopathology as well as negative social functioning
(Aldao & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2010; Srivastava, Tamir, McGonigal, John, & Gross,
2009). Additionally, Maughan and Cicchetti (2002) identified emotion over-
regulation as a frequent dysregulated emotion pattern in maltreated children.
Although there is growing awareness that emotion over-regulation is maladaptive,
investigation focusing on this style of emotion regulation and its developmental
trajectory in infancy is still scarce. Most research on emotion regulation continues
to operationalize the maladaptive style of emotion regulation as the high expres-
sion of negative emotionality (i.e., under-regulation), while over-regulation
remainsmostly unaddressed (for a recent example; see Graziano, Keane, & Calkins,
2010). The lack of research on emotion over-regulation may be because of assess-
ment obstacles. Indeed, over-regulatory infants tend to use self-soothing and
object-oriented strategies, which have been shown to be effective in inhibiting the
expression of negative affect (Kopp, 1989). These strategies allow them to remain
focused on the tasks at hand, appearing functional. Therefore, when studying
infants, it is difficult to determine when the absence of negative and positive
emotionality in connection with specific emotion regulation strategies is indicative
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Emotion Over-regulation in Infancy 581
of emotional dysregulation. Both in research and in everyday life, an infant or child
that demonstrates over-regulation may not be easily identified as having emotion
regulation difficulties. Bearing in mind that different strategies for emotion regula-
tion seem to become organized into patterns or styles at the end of the first year of
life (Diener, Mangelsdorf, McHale, & Frosch, 2002; Kopp, 1989), we devised a
measure aimed at capturing the patterning of emotion regulation skills that includes
over-regulation, under-regulation and adaptive emotion regulation: Shape Sorter
Task. The chosen interactional measure is both challenging and object-focused
because this context is preferential for the assessment of emotion regulation in
infancy in comparison with free play (Miller, McDonough, Rosenblum, & Sameroff,
2002). By devising this measure that targets over-regulation in infancy, we aimed at
contributing to the early identification of emotional over-regulation.

Most available research on emotion over-regulation comes from the attachment
literature (Braungart-Rieker, Garwood, Powers, & Wang, 2001; Crugnola,
Tambelli, & Spinelli, 2011; Diener et al., 2002; Koulomzin, Beebe, Anderson, Jaffe,
Feldstein, & Crown, 2002; NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2004;
Volling, McElwain, Notaro, & Herrera, 2002). This seems to be the case because
the development of emotion regulation is embedded in the caregiving environ-
ment in general, and the attachment relationship in particular (Calkins & Hill,
2007; Morris, Silk, Steinberg, Myers, & Robinson, 2007; Sroufe, 2000). Neverthe-
less, the relations between over-regulation and other dimensions of the quality
of mother–infant interaction or infant temperament have rarely been analysed
(see Eisenberg, Hofer, & Vaughan, 2007 for an exception). Given the importance
of this topic and the limited empirical research available, this investigation focused
on characterizing the style of emotion over-regulation in infancy through the
analysis of its associations with three hypothesized variables implicated in its
development: (i) avoidant attachment; (ii) quality of dyadic (mother–infant)
emotional interaction; and (iii) infant temperament.

Attachment research indicates that a secure pattern will influence the develop-
ment of an adaptive regulatory strategy, while insecure attachments will be linked
to emotion dysregulation (Sroufe, 2000; Thompson, 2008). In the latter group,
insecure resistant attachment has been typically associated with an under-regulated
emotional style. In contrast, avoidant attachment might be associated with over-
regulation, as these infants are known to minimize their emotional expression,
inhibit their emotion communication to the attachment figure and, therefore, rely sig-
nificantly less on the parent for affect regulation (Cassidy, 1994; Main, 1990; Sroufe,
2000). Similarly,Meins et al. (2011) reported that avoidant children at 15monthswere
less prone to initiate joint attention behaviours with the mother, while the opposite
was found with an experimenter. These results suggest a general mode of interaction
(Meins et al., 2011) characterized by distancing from the caregiver regardless of
whether the child is emotionally activated. This pattern seems to continue later in life,
as Corriveau et al. (2009) discovered that 5-year-olds relied more on the answer
provided by an experimenter than by their own mothers when asked to label or
indicate the function of certain objects that were not familiar to them.

There is evidence to support the relationship between avoidant attachment and
over-regulation in school-aged children and adults (Diamond & Fagundes, 2008;
Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008; Sroufe, 2000), but data concerning infants and toddlers
are not as straightforward. Although avoidant attachment to the mother has
been related to some features of emotion over-regulation (Braungart & Stifter, 1991;
Crugnola et al., 2011; Koulomzin et al., 2002), there are other studies that indicate no
association (Braungart-Rieker et al., 2001; NICHD Early Child Care Research
Network, 2004; Volling et al., 2002). Another study by Diener and coworkers (2002)
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Inf. Child Dev. 21: 579–595 (2012)
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found a relationshipwithin the father–child dyad but notwith themother. Thefindings
available do not suggest a definitive influence of avoidant attachment on the develop-
ment of over-regulation in infancy as attachment researchers initially hypothesized.
Therefore, this remains an open research question. To explore this topic in this
investigation, we analysed the following: (i) the implications of assessing emotion
over-regulation and attachment in different contexts and (ii) the importance of attach-
ment compared with other measures of infant–mother interaction for over-regulation.

First, we proposed that the theoretical link between avoidant attachment and
over-regulation would be further supported if the infant’s emotion regulation style
was assessed in a context other than the Strange Situation Procedure (SSP;
Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978). The SSP scoring system involves the ana-
lysis of many of the emotion regulation skills available to infants (e.g., increasing
proximity withmotherwhen distressed). An empirical overlap in the operationaliza-
tion of attachment and emotion regulation could be argued to be on the basis of the
associations found between the two (e.g., Crugnola et al., 2011). Therefore, finding a
connection between attachment measured in a laboratory setting and emotion
regulation assessed in the infant’s home would provide evidence against this argu-
ment. As a result, in this research, we decided to observe emotion regulation in the
infant’s home. In addition, assessing emotion regulation in real-world contexts is
an existing directive from emotion regulation researchers (Campos, Walle, Dahl, &
Main, 2011) seldom employed in infant research asmost studies are laboratory based
(Diener et al., 2002).

Second, we explored the importance of attachment compared with other mea-
sures of infant–mother interaction. Interestingly, some studies that have failed to find
an association between emotion regulation and security of attachment in general, or
avoidant attachment specifically, have uncovered a relationshipwith lower quality of
mother–child interaction (Braungart-Rieker et al., 2001; NICHD Early Child Care
Research Network, 2004; Volling et al., 2002). In this study, we aimed to explicitly
assess the relative importance of avoidant attachment and the quality of mother–
child interaction as predictors of over-regulation.

In addition to clarifying the role of avoidant attachment on over-regulation, we
also analysed the contribution of the quality of infant–mother interaction and
infant temperament. Mother–child interactions take many forms. They can range
from play (which is not necessarily relevant for the development of the attachment
bond) to situations in which the child is frightened (which are certainly relevant
for the development of the attachment bond; see Goldberg, Grusec, & Jenkins,
1999). As emotion over-regulation is a maladaptive style, it is expected to emerge
from poorer parent–child interactions. One of the few studies outside of attach-
ment literature that illustrates this link is Maughan and Cicchetti’s (2002).
They observed that maltreated 5-year-olds were more prone to develop dysregu-
lated emotional patterns, one of which was the over-controlled/unresponsive type.
Thus, it seems important to focus on both parent–child exchanges and infant attach-
ment (Diener et al., 2002) to identify and understand over-regulation. Highlighting
the contribution of both elements in a dyadic interaction, some researchers claim that
an assessment of the quality of mother–infant interaction should comprise measures
focused on the two-way emotional dialogue between caregiver and child (e.g., inter-
active contingency, Beebe, Jaffe, Markese, Buck, & Chen, 2010; emotional availability,
Biringen et al., 2005). This approach is supported by empirical studies showing a con-
nection between mother–child affect exchanges and behavioural problems (Newland
& Crnic, 2011). Therefore, in this investigation, we have assessed two-way caregiver–
infant interactions, focusing on their emotional exchanges that are defined in terms of
dyadic emotional interaction.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Inf. Child Dev. 21: 579–595 (2012)
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Temperamental differences, namely the infants’ tendency to become emotionally
aroused and affectively negative, have been found to directly and indirectly influence
the quality of the emotion and behaviour regulatory skills and strategies developed by
children (Calkins & Hill, 2007). For example, a mother’s perception of infant’s difficult
temperament measured at 3 and 9months was related to variability in self-control in
toddlerhood (Feldman, Greenbaum, & Yirmiya, 1999). Looking specifically at over-
regulation, Eisenberg et al. (2007) hypothesized that some temperament characteristics
are associated with emotion over-control, such as involuntary reactive control
(behavioural inhibition in novel contexts and rigid over-control in the expression of
emotion) and average or low effortful control. No other investigations have focused
on this topic. Hence, further research is needed to clarify the associations between tem-
perament and emotion over-regulation associated with emotional suppression. In our
research, we investigated if over-regulated infants would be classified as easier babies,
that is, less prone to cry and easier to soothe (Bates, Freeland, & Lounsbury, 1979).
AIMS AND HYPOTHESES

There is a considerable gap in current knowledge regarding over-regulation of
emotion in infancy. In this report, we examined the specificities of over-regulation
by comparing it with both emotion under-regulation (maladaptive) and an adaptive
emotion regulation style. Our main objective consisted of characterizing the over-
regulation of emotion by testing its relation to variables that may be implicated in
its development, namely avoidant attachment, quality of mother–infant emotional
interaction, and infant temperament. To accomplish this goal, we created a new
assessment procedure—Shape Sorter Task—that allowed us to identify different
styles of emotion regulation, including over-regulation, which is quite often absent
from assessments of emotion regulation in infants.

We devised four hypotheses: (i) Avoidant attachment is associated with over-
regulation, when compared with adaptive emotion regulation or under-regulation.
As has been previously suggested, avoidant attachment is linked to the development
of over-regulation, secure attachment predicts adaptive emotion regulation, and
ambivalent attachment predicts under-regulation (Sroufe, 2000). (ii) Lower quality of
dyadic emotional interaction is associated with over-regulation when compared with
adaptive emotion regulation. Dyadic emotion interaction would not, however, differ-
entiate over-regulation from under-regulation as both are considered maladaptive
styles and hence associated with lower quality of mother–child emotional interaction.
(iii) Avoidant attachment predicts over-regulation beyond the quality of dyadic
emotional interaction when compared with under-regulation and adaptive emotion
regulation. This hypothesis is related to our intention to analyse the link between
attachment and over-regulation, while controlling for the effect of dyadic emotional
interaction (another index of the quality of mother–infant interaction). (iv) An easier
temperament is associated with over-regulation when compared with other styles, as
over-regulated infants are expected to exert high control over their emotional displays.
Therefore, we expected that they would be regarded by their mothers as easier babies.
METHOD

Participants

This study was part of an ongoing longitudinal project, which has been following 52
low-risk, White, intact families (mother, father, and their infant). This paper focused
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Inf. Child Dev. 21: 579–595 (2012)
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only on the mother–infant dyads. Infants under the age of 10months were recruited
from nursery schools in Porto’s metropolitan area (Portugal). Each family was
contacted by the director of the nursery school who presented a letter with the
research procedure and invited them to participate in the study. Families who
showed interest were contacted by the research team by phone. At the time of the
first assessment, mothers signed an informed consent. The infants (61% male) were
10months old (M=306 days, SD=22.7). Mothers’ socio-economic status was
determined using Graffar’s schedule (1956), and 48.1% were classified as high
(n=25), 21.2% as middle-to-high (n=11), 17.3% as middle (n=9), and 13.5% as
middle-to-low (n=7).
Procedure

When the infants were 10months old, a 40-min interaction between the mother
and the infant in their home was video-recorded. In addition, mothers were asked
to fill out a temperament questionnaire, a socio-demographic questionnaire, and an
informed consent. During the first 20min, the mother was asked to go about her
normal routine and in the following 10min to play as she wished with the child.
These first two assessments amounted to a total of 30min of interaction and were
used to score the quality of the dyadic emotional interaction. In the additional
10min, mothers were asked to play with a shape sorter provided by the researcher.
This procedure was used to score emotion regulation. At 12 or 16months, the dyad
came to the laboratory for the SSP. Because these results were part of a larger study
with the mother and father, assessments were counterbalanced. There was no associ-
ation between attachment distribution to the mother and whether the infant was
assessed at 12 or16months, Cramer’s V= .29, p= .116.
Measures

Socio-demographic variables
A socio-demographic questionnaire was used featuring questions related to socio-

demographic variables: level of education, occupation, living arrangements, mother’s
and child’s birth date, and infant’s sex. Socio-economic status was determined using
Graffar’s schedule (1956), and each family was assigned to one of five categories from
1=High to 5=Low.

Dyadic emotional interaction
Dyadic emotional interaction refers to the capacity of both elements of the dyad—

mother and infant—to communicate emotionally and become affectively attuned to
each other. This was assessed using three scales of the third edition of the Emotional
Availability Scales (Biringen, Robinson, & Emde, 1998). A composite variable com-
bining maternal sensitivity and two child engagement scales—child responsiveness
and child involvement—was created, Cronbach’s a= .95, by summing the individual
scale scores. This new compositewas named dyadic emotional interaction. Sensitivity
(range 1–9) assesses the parent’s capacity to read the child’s emotional cues and to be
emotionally responsive to the child. Child Responsiveness (range 1–7) gauges the
child’s emotional availability towards the parent (Biringen et al., 1998). It is indicative
of his/her pleasure when interacting with the parent and how well the child
responds to parental bids and expressions. Child Involvement (range 1–7) refers to
the degree to which the child invites or includes the parent into play and expresses
affect in this context. Regarding the child scales, lower points are applied to both
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Inf. Child Dev. 21: 579–595 (2012)
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non-optimal responses: under-responsive/under-involved and over-responsive/
over-involved (Biringen et al., 1998). All scales are ordinal, with higher scores
representing higher quantity/quality of the characteristic involved.

All interactions were scored by three raters that had achieved reliability with the
first author of the scales and that were blind to the other measures. Twenty-five cases
(48% of the total sample) were double coded for inter-rater reliability. Good
agreement was obtained for all scales using ICC: sensitivity (average ICC= .88),
responsiveness to mother (average ICC= .85), and involvement of mother (average
ICC= .80).
Emotion regulation
The Shape Sorter Taskwas specifically developed for this study. It was designed to

assess a 10-month-old infant’s style of emotion regulation during mother–infant
interaction at home using a semi-structured problem solving task. The researcher
gave a shape sorter to the mother and explicitly asked her to teach the infant how
to insert the pieces in the holes. It took 10min and was video-recorded for later
scoring.

Because of the demands of a long—10min—developmentally challenging game
(it is recommended for 12-month-olds), infants are expected to express negative
emotions, at some point, during the task. To the infant, the shape sorter is only an
object to explore at will. Only the mother comprehends the task objective. Therefore,
she will redirect the infant’s attention and behaviours to the shape sorter even when
the child is no longer interested in playing. These two aspects of the task make it
likely to elicit negative emotions: while the duration of the task—10min—increases
the probability of the infants losing interest in it, it is expected that mothers will try
their best to have the infants perform the task during the whole 10min. This is likely
to create a conflict between infant and mother, thus predisposing for negative
emotions to be activated in the infant.

The expression of emotion—or the absence thereof—is used to discriminate the
quality of the emotion regulation style displayed by the infant. In a task that is long
and difficult for the infant, over-regulationwas identified when there was a total lack
of expression of negative emotions by the infant throughout the duration of the task
while the infant was highly focused on the shape sorter. The adaptive style of emotion
regulationwas characterized by the expression of some negative emotions that led to
amomentary disruption of the task but thatwould be followed by the infant’s shift to
positive or neutral affect and renewed focus on the shape sorter. Finally, under-
regulation was used to label infants who expressed many negative emotions that
disrupted the task; the infant was not successful in shifting the negative affect and
refocusing on the shape sorter.

To assign each infant to one of the three styles of emotion regulation, an 8-point
rating scale was developed: 8—no expression of negative emotionality; 7—rare
expression of negative emotionality (Throughout the task, the infant shows rare signs
of being distressed. These emerge towards the end of the interaction but are easily
contained, and the infant refocuses on the task.); 5—some expression of negative
emotionality (The infant becomes distressed at times; he/she is still able to resume
some neutral or positive emotionality, but the disruption of the task is already
substantial.); 3—frequent expression of negative emotionality (The infant spends
most of the time displaying distress.); 1—predominance of negative emotionality
(Throughout the 10-min session, the infant is almost persistently distressed.). The
remaining categories of 2, 4, and 6 reflect situations in which the infants’ behaviours
throughout the session are placed between two adjacent categories. On the basis of
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Inf. Child Dev. 21: 579–595 (2012)
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this coding system, infants rated from 1 to 5 were further classified as displaying
emotion under-regulation, infants rated from 6 to 7 were classified as displaying an
adaptive style of emotion regulation, and infants rated 8were classified as displaying
emotion over-regulation.

After training with the first author, all interactions were independently scored by
four trained judges. For reliability purposes, 67% of the videotapes were randomly
selected and distributed to pairs of raters for double coding. We calculated the
inter-rater reliability using the three categories (over-regulation, adaptive, and
under-regulation), Cohen’s k= .77, p< .001.
Infant temperament
The Infant Characteristics Questionnaire (Bates et al., 1979) assesses the mother’s

perception of the infant’s difficult temperament, globally defined as an infant who
cries a lot and is difficult to soothe (Bates et al., 1979). Mothers were asked to rate
the infant’s behaviour on a 7-point scale from 1 (more optimal) to 7 (less optimal).
We used the Portuguese translation (Pires, 1997) of the 6-month infant version (there
is no 10-month version) as employed in previous investigations (see DeGangi,
Porges, Sickel, & Greenspan, 1993), and it includes 17 questions. The questionnaire
has a good overall reliability, Cronbach’s a= .75 (Martins, Martins, & Soares, 2006).
Attachment quality
The SSP (Ainsworth et al., 1978) was used to assess attachment quality at 12 or

16months. The SSP is a standardized laboratory procedure that involves eight epi-
sodes designed to elicit mild to medium infant stress. A team of raters reliable in
Ainsworth’s A/B/C classification of attachments patterns and blind to all other
measures assigned each child to one of the following categories: secure (B), inse-
cure avoidant (A), or insecure resistant (C). Inter-rater reliability was adequate,
Cohen’s k= .93, p< .001, achieved through double coding of 28 cases (52.85% of
the sample).
RESULTS

Analytic Strategy

We conducted a series of procedures aimed at selecting the predictors of emotion
over-regulation. We tested the association of all styles of emotion regulation (over-
regulation, adaptive regulation, and under-regulation) with the three attachment
patterns (insecure avoidant, secure and insecure ambivalent), using Cramer’s V, as
the expected cell count prevented us from using the chi-square test. This was
followed by a series of analyses comparing two emotion regulation styles at a time
using Bonferroni’s correction to prevent Type I errors. In addition, we tested for emo-
tion regulation group differences on the dyadic emotional interaction composite and
temperament scales usingANOVAswith post hocGabriel tests. Finally, amultinomial
logistic regression analysis was carried out to predict over-regulation (the reference
category) versus adaptive and under-regulation.
Descriptives and Preliminary Analyses

Half of the infants (n=26, 50%) were classified into the category of adaptive emotion
regulation, 11 infants (21.2%)were classified into the over-regulation category, and 15
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Inf. Child Dev. 21: 579–595 (2012)
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(28.8%) were classified into the under-regulation category. The attachment distribu-
tion was as follows: secure attachment (n=36, 69.2%) compared with 21.2% (n=11)
insecure avoidant and 9.6% (n=5) insecure ambivalent/resistant. Descriptive
statistics for the other variables can be found in Table 1.

Preliminary analyses were carried out to examine possible associations between
study variables and sex or SES. No significant relations were found between sex
and emotion regulation, w2(2) = 0.74, p= .690; attachment patterns, w2(2) = 5.56,
p= .062; dyadic emotional interaction, t(50) =�.36, p= .720; and difficult tempera-
ment, t(48)=�.43, p= .667. Only difficult temperament was found to be associated
with higher SES (rs= .33, p= .019).Mothers that perceived their infants as cryingmore
and as beingmore difficult to soothe than other infants came from households with a
higher SES. No relation was found between SES and emotion regulation, K–W test,
w2(2) = 1.96, p= .375; between SES and attachment patterns, K–W test, w2(2) = 2.27,
p= .322; nor between SES and dyadic emotional interaction, rs=�.02, p= .902.
Selecting Predictors of Over-regulation

A medium-sized association between emotion regulation styles (0=over-regulation,
1=adaptive regulation, 2=under-regulation) and attachment (0= insecure avoidant,
1= secure, 2= insecure ambivalent) was found, Cramer’s V= .34, p= .020. Over-
regulation versus under-regulation was found to be strongly associated with attach-
ment, Cramer’s V= .57, p= .015, whereas over-regulation versus adaptive regulation
was not, Cramer’s V= .42, p= .041, taking in consideration that we used the Bonferroni
correction (p< .017). Adaptive versus under-regulationwas not found to be associated
with attachment, Cramer’s V= .21, p= .408 (see Table 1 for descriptives).

ANOVA revealed differences between emotion regulation styles, F(2, 49)= 5.44,
p= .007, on the quality of the dyadic emotional interaction. Post hoc Gabriel tests
showed that infants classified as over-regulatory had a lower quality of mother–
infant emotional interaction than infants with an adaptive emotion regulation style
(p= .011). Additionally, no differences were found between over-regulation and
under-regulation styles (p= .78), and infants classified as having an adaptive emo-
tion regulation had a tendency to have better mother–infant emotional interaction
(p= .068) than under-regulators.

No differences between the styles of emotion regulation were found for infant
temperament, F(2, 47) = 0.57, p= .569.
Table 1. Attachment, dyadic emotional interaction and difficult temperament by emotion
regulation styles (N=52)

Total Emotion regulation
n

Over Adaptive Under

Attachment, n (%) 11 26 15
Insecure avoidant 11 (21.20) 6 4 1
Secure 36 (69.20) 5 20 11
Insecure ambivalent 5 (9.60) 0 2 3

Dyadic emotional interaction, M (SD) 15.37 (3.02) 13.55 (1.97) 16.15 (2.43) 14.33 (2.72)
Difficult temperamenta M (SD) 43.58 (7.55) 41.90 (8.91) 43.32 (7.92) 45.13 (6.02)

aN= 50.

Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Inf. Child Dev. 21: 579–595 (2012)
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Predicting Over-regulation

A multinomial regression analysis predicting emotion regulation styles—over-
regulation, under-regulation, and adaptive regulation—was conducted with over-
regulation as the reference category (Table 2). Dyadic emotional interaction and
attachment were used as predictors given their association to emotion regulation.
As expected in normative samples, the number of ambivalent infants (n=5) was
much lower than the other two attachment categories. To conduct the multinomial
regression, we had to include these infants in one of the other categories. Because
it was our hypothesis that avoidant attachment would predict emotion over-
regulation, we combined ambivalent attachment with secure attachment in a
non-avoidant category. Thus, attachment quality was recoded into two groups
(0= avoidant attachment; 1 =non-avoidant: secure or insecure ambivalent). For this
variable, non-avoidant was used as the reference category.

The overall model fits the data well, w2(4) = 18.56, p= .001, and the Nagelkerke
pseudo-R2 was .34. Both predictors have a significant impact on the model as
ascertained by the likelihood ratio tests: dyadic emotional interaction,
w2(2) = 9.73, p= .008; attachment patterns, w2(2) = 8.14, p= .017. Two sets of param-
eter estimates are provided in Table 2 (under-regulation versus over-regulation
and adaptive emotion regulation versus over-regulation). By looking at the first
set, we can conclude that the quality of dyadic emotional interaction does not
emerge as a significant predictor. Therefore, the odds for an infant to be an over-
regulator or an under-regulator do not change as a function of differences in the
quality of dyadic emotion interaction. Nevertheless, over-regulation is more likely
than under-regulation if the infant has an avoidant attachment in comparison with
a non-avoidant attachment (secure or insecure ambivalent). In the second set of
parameter estimates, an over-regulation style is more likely to be identified than
adaptive emotion regulation when there is lower quality of mother–infant emo-
tional interaction. In addition, there is a trend (marginally significant result) for
over-regulators to be identified if the infant’s attachment pattern is avoidant in
comparison with non-avoidant (secure or insecure ambivalent).
Table 2. Parameter estimates for multinomial logistic regression predicting emotion
regulation styles

Β SE Wald df p eB

Under-regulation versus over-regulation
Intercept �1.13 2.54 0.20 1 .657
Dyadic emotional interaction 0.16 0.18 0.73 1 .393 1.17
Avoidant attachment �2.86 1.21 5.59 1 .018 0.06

Adaptive emotion regulation versus over-regulation
Intercept �5.72 2.83 4.08 1 .043
Dyadic emotional interaction 0.48 0.20 6.14 1 .013 1.62
Avoidant Attachment �1.67 0.89 3.55 1 .060 0.19

Note. For this analysis, N=52: n= 11 for over-regulation, n= 26 for adaptive regulation, and n=15 for
under-regulation. Emotion over-regulation is the predictor reference category. Attachment coded as
avoidant attachment or non-avoidant attachment (secure or insecure ambivalent): non-avoidant is the
reference category. Positive B values indicate that the emotion regulation style scored higher on the
variable in question compared with the reference category (over-regulation).
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DISCUSSION

The main aim of this research was to contribute to the characterization of emotion
over-regulation in infants by contrasting it with both emotion under-regulation
(maladaptive) and an adaptive emotion regulation style. The results demonstrate
that it is possible to differentiate over-regulation from the other two styles, sustaining
the possibility of early identification of emotion over-regulation.

The first hypothesized association between avoidant attachment and emotion
over-regulation has been documented. Previous studies yielded contradictory
results, with some providing empirical validation for this connection in infancy
(Braungart & Stifter, 1991, Crugnola et al., 2011; Koulomzin et al., 2002), while
others reporting null findings (Braungart-Rieker et al., 2001; NICHD Early Child
Care Research Network, 2004; Volling et al., 2002). This investigation offers support
in favour of the significance of the avoidant attachment relationship to the develop-
ment of emotion over-regulation in infancy. First, avoidant attachment predicted
over-regulation when compared with under-regulation. Second, we found a trend
for avoidant attachment to predict over-regulation when compared with adaptive
emotion regulation. Attachment theory suggests that avoidance may be conceived
as a response to an attachment figure that is less warm (especially in situations of
physical proximity), less responsive to emotional distress, and more intrusive,
controlling, and overstimulating (Main, 1990). Main (1990) proposed that insecure
avoidant infants develop a conditional attachment behavioural strategy in which
the child inhibits the urge to seek close proximity with the attachment figure in
situations of alarm. For this reason, the infant limits his/her emotional communica-
tion to the attachment figure while simultaneously developing other resources to
cope with emotional arousal, such as diverting attention to the inanimate world of
objects, constituting an emotional regulation style characterized by over-regulation
(Cassidy, 1994; Sroufe, 2000).

The second hypothesis was also supported. This study furthered the knowledge
of emotion over-regulation in infancy, as it demonstrated that lower quality of
mother–infant emotional interactions predicted over-regulation (versus adaptive
emotion regulation). This result is evenmore convincing given that dyadic emotional
interaction was assessed in the home environment, a setting that may more easily
represent behaviours found in everyday life. At the same time, the quality of dyadic
emotional interaction did not differentiate over-regulation from under-regulation,
with both being associated with lower scores compared with adaptive emotion
regulation. Therefore, these results suggest that both styles, under- regulation, and
over-regulation, may constitute maladaptive emotion regulation because research
has demonstrated that less optimal mother–infant exchangesmay hamper the devel-
opment of emotion regulation (Calkins & Hill, 2007; Schore, 2000; Sroufe, 1996). This
study supports the hypothesis that this connection is also true for over-regulation.

This investigation strengthens the argument that avoidant attachment may have
an important influence on the development of an emotion over-regulation strategy
over and above the quality of mother–infant dyadic exchanges that are also emotion-
ally relevant. This was our third hypothesis. When attachment and dyadic emotion
interaction were tested together as predictors of emotion regulation in a multinomial
logistic regression analysis, avoidant attachment was found to be a significant pre-
dictor of over-regulation when compared with under-regulation. Additionally, it
was a marginally significant predictor when compared with adaptive emotion regu-
lation. Looking closely at the different contrasts between the emotion regulation
styles, it seems that mother–infant emotional interaction, or as we defined it, the
capacity of both elements of the dyad—mother and infant—to communicate
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Inf. Child Dev. 21: 579–595 (2012)
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emotionally and become affectively attuned to each other on an everyday scenario
(e.g., during play), is compromised in both over-regulation and under-regulation
when compared with an adaptive style. However, when we analyse the relationship
with regard to attachment, avoidant attachment specifically predicts over-regulation
in comparison with adaptive and under-regulation styles. It seems that the repeated
experiences that these infants go through when negative emotions arise and the
attachment system is activated play an additionally important role in the develop-
ment of emotion over-regulation. Contrary to some other investigations, the associ-
ation between over-regulation and attachment cannot be accounted for by their
overlapping empirical operationalization, as we assessed emotion regulation during
a task in the infant’s home rather than during the SSP. This approach, rarely adopted
with infants (Diener et al., 2002), may also be more informative of the real life behav-
iour than laboratory assessments (Campos et al., 2011). The association found
between avoidant attachment using the SSP and the emotion regulation style
observed in the interaction with the mother in the infant’s natural environment adds
validity to the theoretically advocated relation.

This investigation also shows that attachment is one out of several factors related
to the expression of the infant’s emotion regulation style. Although avoidant attach-
ment significantly predicted over-regulationwhen contrastedwith under-regulation,
only a marginal association between over-regulation and adaptive regulation was
found. Our marginal results may support the necessity to consider other variables
that contribute to a model of emotion regulation of infants. An examination of the
relationship between temperament and attachment may be enlightening. Tempera-
mental characteristics do not consistently explain individual differences in attach-
ment (Vaughn, Bost, & van IJzendoorn, 2008). Even so, some investigations have
shown that temperamental reactivity and regulation do seem to influence the emo-
tional characteristics presented by infants during the SSP. Negative emotionality
may cut across attachment patterns so that avoidant babies are similar to B1 and
B2 babies, while B4 are similar to ambivalent babies (Vaughn et al., 2008), such that
temperament affects the type of security or insecurity but not the security or insecur-
ity itself. In the same way, while attachment may influence the development of
emotion regulation strategy, other variables, including individual emotional charac-
teristics, may additionally underline the emotional regulation style. If this is the case,
one might speculate that avoidant attachment emerged as a significant predictor
because over-regulation and under-regulation are related to emotionality opposites
(low versus high negative emotionality), while only a marginal association for the
contrast between adaptive and over-regulation (categories closer in the levels of
emotionality) emerged.

Nevertheless, with the temperament measures used in this study, there seems to
be little support for the previous interpretation because no differences were found
between over-regulation and the other styles, contradicting our fourth hypothesis.
We hypothesized that over-regulated infants would be less emotionally difficult,
following the suggestion of Eisenberg et al. (2007) that some temperament character-
istics, namely rigid over-control in the expression of emotion, would be associated
with emotion over-regulation. Some explanations for this result may be advanced.
We used a temperament measure that relied on mothers’ perceptions. Although it
is a common methodology of assessment in the field of development (Rothbart &
Sheese, 2007), maternal perceptions of infant temperament may not accurately repre-
sent the biological contribution of the infant. It may instead reflect the history of care
and/or parental bias as well as infant characteristics (MacKenzie & McDonough,
2009). Additional research is needed to determine which temperamental characteris-
tics may be associated with over-regulation.
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The results of this study attest to the validity of the new measure created to
assess emotion regulation in infancy: Shape Sorter Task. Identifying over-
regulation is not easy, as infants that do not express negative emotions most often
appear adaptive, which may, in part, explain the limited research available on the
subject. In the development of this assessment procedure, we used specific indica-
tors to identify emotion over-regulation (Cassidy, 1994; Keenan, 2000; Main, 1990;
Sroufe, 1996). First, we noted the presence of over-regulation when infants did not
express any negative emotions. It should be kept in mind that this task was
designed to elicit negative emotions. It is long, increasing the likelihood of the
infants losing interest in it, while it is expected that the mothers will try their best
to have the infants perform the task during the whole 10min. Second, infants
classified as over-regulators are highly focused on the task. We hypothesized that
they would be playing with the shape sorter with a regulatory purpose, which is
consistent with emotional over-regulation because focusing attention on objects
or distracting toy play are behaviours that help inhibit negative affect (Graziano,
Calkins, & Keane, 2011; Kopp, 1989).

One of the limitations to this investigation is that we did not register psycho-
physiological correlates of infant emotion regulation during the Shape Sorter
Task. Therefore, the validity of the three proposed styles of emotion regulation
remains an open issue. Analysing relations to future child adaptive outcomes
would also contribute to this end. Additionally, we did not control for the
mother’s behaviour in the Shape Sorter Task, which may have conditioned the
scoring of this measure. Nevertheless, Diener et al. (2002) demonstrated that
emotion regulation skills seem to become organized into patterns or styles
starting as early as the end of the first year of life. This suggests that the infant
is considerably influencing the final score on the Shape Sorter Task. If this is
not the case, however, and it is the mother’s behaviour that is greatly influencing
the infant’s emotional regulation style, there is a theoretical expectation that the
infant will internalize these patterns and emotional regulation strategies (Sroufe,
1996). Therefore, the interaction during the Shape Sorter Task may be considered
a reflection of the way the dyad has been resolving emotionally activating
situations. On the basis of this framework, the results will be an index to the
child’s style of emotion regulation that he/she will use autonomously. Therefore,
not controlling the mother’s behaviour per se may not be as problematic as it may
seem at face value.

Another important caveat to this study is that the design does not allow for a
consubstantiation that attachment is causing the development of the emotion
regulation styles and not vice versa, although the first causal direction is the one
mainly supported in the literature (e.g., Braungart-Rieker et al., 2001; Crugnola
et al., 2011).

Additionally, we used a global measure of the quality of mother–infant
emotional interaction (dyadic emotional interaction). This assessment procedure
does not allow for the identification of specificities of interactional exchanges
related with over-regulation and under-regulation because of the format of
the child’s emotional availability scales used to create the dyadic emotional
interaction composite. Lower points are both applied to under-responsive/
under-involved infants (low emotional communication with the parent) as well
as to over-responsive/over-involved (the infant clings to the parent). Finally,
because fathers have been identified as particularly important for the develop-
ment of emotion regulation (Flanders et al., 2010), future research may expand
current knowledge by analysing how father–infant relationships may impact
upon the infant’s emotion regulation in general and over-regulation specifically.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Inf. Child Dev. 21: 579–595 (2012)
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Conclusions and Clinical Implications

This investigation offers an initial contribution towards the understanding and
identification of emotion over-regulation in infancy. Most research on emotion
regulation continues to operationalize the maladaptive style of emotion regulation as
the high expression of negative emotionality (i.e., under-regulation), leaving the over-
regulation style unaddressed. We demonstrated that over-regulation (i) can be identi-
fied in infancy, and (ii) it is, in fact, amaladaptive style of emotion regulation associated
with lower quality mother–infant interactional contexts (i.e., avoidant attachment and
lower mother–infant emotional communication and attunement). Currently, there is
agreement that emotion regulation processes have an impact on healthy versus
maladaptive behaviour. They are part of the control processes (such as executive func-
tioning) that allow children, adolescents, and adults to self-regulate, contributing to
adaptive functioning across developmental domains and psychopathology (Calkins,
2010; Dillon et al., 2011). The results of this investigation highlight the importance of
studying emotion over-regulation from an early age. Ultimately, new research may
provide opportunities for early intervention and prevention of future maladaptive
outcomes that arise from emotion over-regulation in infancy.
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